Activity - 2015
Much work was accomplished in the three Flinders Ranges regions this year (south, central and north),
as demonstrated below. DEWNR supplied new signs for the summit of Mt Brown and generous gifts from
others have been put to good use in the Flinders. In the Barossa, money has become available to replace
decals and replace a few posts to re-mark the Goldfields walk. Some preliminaries have been undertaken
in checking distances, locations and features.
For five years, WTSG has been providing interpretive leaflets for all the walks it cares for. In the Flinders
we have printed 70 000, with several reprints of some, and 20 000 remain. This year we had a generous
offer from the Friends of Flinders Ranges National Park to monitor and top up leaflet dispensers when they
visit. This will be a great help.

The first 2015 activity was replacing faded
interpretation panels on Mt Brown in
January. Here are some of the panels
arriving at the summit tower. Supplied by
DEWNR Northern and Yorke
The summit Checkpoint on the Dutchman
was replaced by a topogram, with landscape
features identified and a speculative origin
for the name of the hill. Made possible
through the generosity of June Boscence

Bunyeroo Trailhead was tidied, with
gravel spread over worn areas. This was
heavy work for a day. A leaflet box was
installed for the laminated Gorge leaflets
as a trial of 'use-and-return'
The leaflets and Geosite markers along
the walk were made possible through the
generosity of Dr Barbara Hardy

Here is the finished Trailhead. Out of 48
Gorge leaflets, only 38 remained after a
fortnight. We hope some good dollars
went into the bollard!

Asset check at Yuluna. In the absence of
strong males, strong females enjoy the
challenge of removing fallen trees.
A new recruit paints posts at Youngoona
Hut. More to be done in 2016

A minor re-route of the Trezona walk
at Etina Creek was made to avoid an
eagle's nest; some re-marking was
needed
Assets have to be checked wherever,
however. At Terrapinna it's not
straightforward – the second fall can
be daunting

Young Bell-fruit Trees seen last year
on Arkaroola, were fruiting this year.
Good to see . . . always at top of tree
End of day. The Group packs up at
Koolamon Camp and heads for home

In the Barossa goldfield we believe a
Geopost could do this job and have
space for a story
The feature is good - safe inside - it
gets regular use, but we're not sure
by whom . . . kids? creatures of the
night?

